
medical grade seating



INTRODUCING A NEW KIND   
OF MEDICAL GRADE SEATING.
Introducing healtHcentric. A line of seating created with the needs of the 

healthcare industry in mind. For the last 20 years ergoCentric has been  

providing seating to hospitals, long-term care and assisted care living  

facilities. Now we’ve collected all this knowledge and distilled it into our  

latest line: healtHcentric. 
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Introducing tougher. We wanted to create the ideal seating for 

the healthcare environment, so we’ve considered every detail.  

Working closely with ergonomists, infection control practitioners,  

specifiers and caregivers, we’ve refined our seating designs. 

They’re modular, seamless and built tough and using the patent 

pending IC+ * made them even tougher. We’ve continued 

with our non-obsolescence policy of providing adaptable, 

repairable and customizable seating that is backed with 

our 10-year warranty. healtHcentric seating is ideal for 

patient rooms, waiting areas, nursing stations, laboratories,  

examination rooms, operating rooms and even administrative and 

office areas. With the healtHcentric line, we’re here to provide  

medical grade seating that’s right for you and your needs.
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Design made tougher. Our seating is made to leave a good first 

impression, especially when it comes to meeting your healthcare 

needs. That’s why our designers were excited about creating seating  

specifically suited to the varied and demanding needs of the                  

healthcare industry. Your waiting rooms, reception areas and treatment  

facilities need to be functional while being inviting. But our passion 

for design doesn’t stop there. In the medical arena, seating design 

also means no crevices or holes. Our seats made with IC+ have no 

seams and are sealed underneath. IC+ is even less porous than vinyl. 

Our optional clip system allows you to remove the seat for easy and 

complete cleaning. Functionality plus durability is what our design 

philosophy for healtHcentric is all about.

*IC+ patent pending.
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Value made tougher. Durable seats equal cost savings. Great value  

is very important to healthcare providers. That’s why we created  

healtHcentric with the needs of the healthcare industry in mind.  

Our IC+* is a PVC-free alternative to vinyl and is five to ten times 

stronger than vinyl in puncture, tear and burst tests.  IC+  is so tough 

we guarantee it will not crack, puncture or tear for ten years. And it 

stands up to all cleaners and disinfectants. This translates into cost 

savings, landfill savings and life savings.

*IC+ patent pending.





+Introducing a coating specifically formulated for the healthcare 
industry. IC+* is virtually impenetrable. It’s a highly durable and  
impermeable upholstery solution that’s PVC-free and warranted up 
to 10 years against cracking, punctures and tears. This breakthrough 
coating helps prevent the spread of infectious disease by being  
non-porous and easily disinfected. Leaks and drips and fluids stay 
out and can easily be cleaned up. The impermeable structure forms a 
seamless moisture-proof barrier making it anti-bacterial, anti-fungal 
and stain resistant – perfect for specialized needs.

IC+ also takes a beating. It doesn’t hurt that it’s tough against wear, 
tears, punctures and the general high traffic abuse that furniture takes 
in most healthcare facilities. All this, while still looking good and 
functioning even better.

+ SUPERIOR PUNCTURE AND TEAR RESISTANCE

+ NON-POROUS

+ GUARANTEED NOT TO CRACK

+ PVC-FREE

+ SUPERIOR CLEANABILITY & CLEANING AGENT TOUGH

+ SUPERIOR ERGONOMIC COMFORT

+ 10 YEAR WARRANTY

+ NO OFF-GASSING

+ GREENGUARD® CERTIFIED WHEN UPHOLSTERED     

   
 ON ANY healtHcentric CHAIR

*IC+ patent pending.



The underside of the seat pan and the entire seat surface are sealed with  
a seamless moisture-proof barrier against all liquids and cleaning 
agents. That means superior infection control against fungus, microbes, 
bacteria and stains.

Removable seats make for easy cleaning.

healtHcentric with IC+ is impermeable to liquids and microbes.

healtHcentric with IC+ completely seals the seat and underneath the 
seat pan, leaving no seams ensuring pathogens and moisture are kept out.

healtHcentric patient and guest seating with IC+ has a clean out  
design feature between the backrest and seat to provide easy, thorough 
cleaning without compromising comfort.

Removing the seats means the seat pan can be cleaned with ease.  
Simply unhook the clips on patient and guest seating and the seat 
pan can be cleaned. It’s quick. It’s simple. Now the entire seat can be 
cleaned, including the underside of the seat pan and the support bars. 
Then snap it back and secure for immediate use.

+ COMPLETELY SEALED. 
SUPERIOR CLEANABILITY.



PATIENT SEATING
Steel frames. Varied sizes for different sized patients. Many finishes. All this ensures long term  

durability for the most demanding environments. Standard healtHcentric patient models are  

warranted for a 500 lb. active weight capacity, bariatric models are warranted for a 750 lb. active 

weight capacity.
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3 seat sizes – 21”, 24” & 30” 

Seat and back covers available for additional cleaning ease and protection

Patented adjustable headrest for maximum head and neck support

Optional ottoman available

Wall saver frames are standard



STACKABLE SEATING

Interlocking capabilities and modular designs offer flexible solutions for the ever-changing demands  

of a 24/7 environment. In field replacements include seats, backs, arms, frames and casters. Get  

extended life, reduced waste and cost effectiveness. 

3 seat sizes – 21”, 24” & 30”

Seat and back covers available for additional cleaning ease and protection

Optional ottoman available

Wall saver frames are standard

For changing spaces our stackable seating offer superior support to 

provide comfort even over longer waiting periods. healtHcentric 

stackable seating are highly durable, modular and provides options 

for any space, perfectly flexible for many healthcare settings. Every-

thing from waiting rooms to reception areas, big or small.
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LABORATORY STOOL
We can help with all your seating requirements. Specialized seating solutions include nursing stations, 

laboratory seating, examination and operating room stools, as well as, office and guest seating. Let us 

help you solve your seating needs today.
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SIT STAND

STACKABLE SEATING

NURSING STATION CHAIR

ALSO AVAILABLE IN...
healtHcentric is available in many colours. Mix and match or choose a scheme to suit your décor. 

The possibilities are endless, especially when combined with other fabric selections. Please visit 

healthcentric.com for our upholstery options.

FOOT ACTIVATED STOOL
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FAST DELIVERY:

Whether your order is for a single chair or multiple seating products, our order 
process system ensures your high-quality products are delivered on time.

With a large selection of in-stock optional components, healtHcentic offers fast  
turnaround times to accommodate your business needs. Regular orders are  
processed and shipped within 10 business days. As well, every effort is made to fill 
special orders within our regular ship times.

*IC+ 10 YEAR WARRANTY:

Specifically formulated for the healthcare industry, IC+ is the only upholstery 
option available that is warranted against tears, cracking and punctures. 

IC+ is warranted against tears, cracking and punctures for 10 years.

Please visit our web site at healthcentric.com for complete warranty details.

Phone: 905-696-6800 | 1-866-438-3746
Fax: 1-800-848-5190 | 905-696-0899

healthcentric.com  * IC + Medical Grade Protection. Patent Pending.
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A division of ergoCentric Seating Systems


